DC HEATING ELEMENT 600W

Application:
The 24 volt water heating element is made especially for off grid
heating for: Household, boating, surfing, camping and even
emergency Hypothermia treatment. Heat water for showers
while driving your RV or boat. No more dangerous and expensive
gas or needing a 220volt connection. With the help of latest
technology Solarize provides these low voltage water heating
elements to get easily off the grid. We offer exact threaded
screw element with thermostat control that fits MOST standard
geysers and other applications.

Brief Description:
Construction companies and Contractors, may enjoy, no more
frozen
water
tanks.
Make hot water while you drive, campers, house, caters and
wherever
you
felt
the
need
of
hot
water.
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Built to last a lifetime by using latest technology and highest
quality material.

GREAT ADVANTAGE FOR DIVERSION LOADS:
Most electric hot water heaters have two element ports. One in
the middle and one at the bottom of the tank. Use the Solarize
element to replace the bottom 220 VAC element so you always
have hot water. If your battery is keeping your water hot then the
thermostat on the other 220 VAC elements will never turn
on unless you run out of wind or solar power. A great diversion
load for alternative energy systems!
Don't let the energy efficient 600 Watt rating fools you; These
elements can easily bring water to a full boil.

GREAT ADVANTAGE FOR OTHER MANY USES
Great for campers, motor homes, toy haulers, hot food carts,
catering, portable pressure washers and carpet cleaning
machines, make hot water while you drive! Take a hot shower
while tent camping or after surfing or scuba diving. Make
emergency hot water for hypothermia or frost bite victims in the
field. For cattle and livestock, keeps water troughs and stock
tanks from freezing in winter. Just too many applications to
mention. People have found hundreds of very beneficial and
unusual uses.

WARNING: Do not run the tanks DRY with the heating element
ON or it will burn up!
GREAT ADVANTAGE
STOCK.
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NOTES FOR ANIMAL AND BASIC LIVE STOCK SAFETY
Remember NEVER to heat your animals water with a high voltage
110 Volt elements as this practice regularly kills an estimated
20,000 animals annually once the high voltage heater gets a
crack in the electrical insulation material! Great for dogs, cats,
horses, cattle, etc.
NOTE: Only use Low Voltage heaters like ours that run on battery
power or operate from a low voltage power sources like a battery
charger.
LOW VOLTAGE 6, 12, 24, 30 48 and 60 Volt heaters makes
accidental electrocution impossible! Heat your water safely!
WARNING: If you run ANY of these elements dry and without
water the heating element will burn out!!!!!! You MUST always
have them submerged in water at ALL times when they are
powered up!

FOR MORE AMAZING RENEWABLE ENERGY PRODUCTS
PLEASE VISIT WWW.BLUEPOOLS.CO.ZA
SOLE AGENTS FOR SOLARIZE

